
ACCESS AND EXIT PROTOCOL VISITS, 
SUPPLIERS, CONTRACTORS, DRIVERS AND 

VEHICLES



GLOSSARY

o CONTRACTOR: A natural or legal person who contractually assume before the company with its
own human resources / An external service provider that carries out activities temporarily or
eventually within the company's facilities.

o SUPPLIER: Person or company that provides or supplies necessary products to another person
or company for a specific purpose.

o VISITS: Corresponds to the shareholders of the company, public or private entities.

o DRIVER: Person whose trade is to drive a car, especially when it is in the private service of
someone.



ACCESS AND EXIT TO VISITS

 Access

Follow the COVID-19 Protocol (COVID-19 Triage Questionnaire)

The person responsible for the Visit is notified of the arrival

Registration in the log of Access to the Plant for Visitors

Routine inspection

 Exit

COVID-19 Protocol (Gel Application and Body Temperature Check)

Routine inspection



Access rules for Visits
1. The use of mouth covers is mandatory before entering the plant and at all times.

2. Always participate in a healthy distance and respect the signs in the determined areas.

3. Comply with preventive health measures before entering the plant due to a health emergency of COVID-19,
which is reflected before admission.

4. It is mandatory to wash your hands and / or application of antibacterial gel after having direct contact with
the stair handrail and buildings in general.

5. Avoid touching your eyes and nose if you do not have sanitized hands.

6. Before entering the work center, you must identify yourself (INE, PASSPORT, MILITARY CARD and others
official ID Card)

7. Allow the vigilant review of bags before entering and leaving.

8. Declaration of health, bring medicine if_____, which ones? ____________________________________

9. Register your entry and exit in the corresponding blog.

10. Bring closed non-slip footwear on the ground (slippers, sandals, high-heeled shoes, dress shoes or open
shoes are not allowed).

11. Entrance to the exclusive plant with trousers, blouse or shirt with sleeves, without tears or objects that can
come off (Sequins, beads or other ornaments).

12. Hair collected (women), men without beards preferably, otherwise you must use beard covers.

13. When entering the plant, dispense with pens with plugs, thermometers, glass lenses, pins, bras or other
removable objects in the upper pockets of the clothing, jewelry or ornaments should not be worn: hair clips,
barrettes, clips, earrings , rings, bracelets and watches, necklaces, makeup or others that can contaminate
the product, even when worn under a protection.



SUPPLIER ACCESS AND EXIT
 Access 

COVID-19 Protocol (COVID-19 Triage Questionnaire, Rapid Antigen Test) 

 The arrival is notified to the person in charge by the Plant

Security protocol (Have security talk, list of tools to enter, basic PPE)

Compliance with the IMSS (Proof of payment, SUA list, INFONAVIT, confirmed registrations)

Registration in the log of Access to the Plant 

Routine inspection

 Exit

COVID-19 protocol

Departure inspection



ACCESS AND EXIT TO 
CONTRACTORS

 Access

COVID-19 protocol (COVID-19 triage questionnaire, rapid antigen test, business COVID letter)

The contractor's arrival is notified to the person in charge of the work

Safety protocol (have a plant induction course, contractor access rules, safety decalogue, list of 
tools to enter, basic and specific PPE)

Compliance with IMSS (proof of payment, SUA listing, INFONAVIT, confirmed registrations)

Registration in the log of Access to the Plant 

Routine inspection

 Exit

COVID-19 protocol

Routine inspection



Access rules for contractors
1. Have the training of Medical Service, Industrial Safety, Environment & Food Safety (Induction Annual Validity).

2. Have a clean uniform with your Company logo and correct Personal Hygiene. (Ripped or torn clothing is not allowed).

3. Have current IMSS social security (SUA List, IMSS Payment Proof or Confirmed IMSS Registration).

4. List of tools to enter.

5. Enter the Plant complying with the COVID Protocol measures implemented in Surveillance.

6. Register your entry and exit in the corresponding blog.

7. Allow the watchman to check bags before entering and leaving.

8. Declaration of health, bring medicine if_____, Name of Worker and What medicines are they?
___________________________________________________

9. Bring Basic PPE in good condition: safety shoes, protective helmet, safety glasses, hearing protection, safety gloves. And
the specific PPE according to the contracted job (example; full body harness, retractable lifeline and others)

10. When entering the plant, dispense with pens with plugs, thermometers, glass lenses, pins, bras or other removable
objects in the upper pockets of the clothing, jewelry or ornaments should not be worn: hair clips, barrettes, clips,
earrings , rings, bracelets and watches, necklaces or others that can contaminate the product or cause an accident, even
when worn under a protection.

11. The color code for contractor helmets and safety vests will be orange with the contractor company logo.

12. Enter only the area assigned for work.

13. It is FORBIDDEN to enter with cell phones, cameras and / or video cameras, except for Plant Authorization.

14. Have proof of work skills (DC-3) of the dangerous jobs to be carried out previously verified with Industrial Safety
Department.

15. Have an JSA (Job Safety Analysis) of the work to be carried out according to the format used by the plant.



Decalogue of Safety for Contractors

1. Obey the security measures established in the workplace, an omission of these measures is worthy of a sanction, up 
to the denial of future admission.

2. Any person who enters to carry out work at the plant must have social security, insurance for major medical 
expenses and / or insurance against accidents in force, in case of a foreign visit or contractor, they must present 
medical expenses insurance with coverage abroad, they are excepted person who only come to present a project and 
are not directly related to a risky activity.

3. Before entering the work center, you must identify yourself and allow the inspection of your vehicle, backpack or 
other material.

4. Maximum speed allowed inside the work center is 10 km / h.

5. It is the obligation of the person in charge of the works at the time of entering the materials to bring the relationship 
on a letterhead of the responsible company and deliver it to surveillance for review, it will not be filled out by hand. 
CAFESCA will not be responsible for any loss of tools, machinery or any other object of the contractor or supplier.

6. In all cases, the contractor or supplier is responsible for using their own PPE (personal protective equipment), the 
company will not provide any type of PPE for the use of non-staff.

7. Before starting any type of work, the contractor must communicate the work of the same that will be carried out in 
the area and request work permits according to the dangerous activity), the omission of the permits is worthy of a 
sanction and the stoppage of the job.

8. Cell phones or cameras and video cameras are prohibited from entering the workplace except for an authorization 
by Safety, Hygiene and Environment Department

9. Personnel with alcoholic breath, or who are under the influence of any medication, drug or narcotic, are not allowed 
to enter.

10. The exit of packages, tools, materials, etc. will not be allowed. Without the corresponding authorization.



ACCESS AND EXIT OF DRIVERS AND 
VEHICLES

 Access

COVID-19 protocol (COVID-19 triage questionnaire)

The arrival is notified to the person in charge by the Plant

Security protocol (access rules for drivers and vehicles)

Registration in the log of Access to the Plant 

Routine inspection

 Exit

COVID-19 protocol

Routine inspection



Drivers access rules
1. Identification card (ID Card).

2. Register your entry in the corresponding log, once authorized by the person in charge of the area, note the time and
departure signature.

3. Declaration of health, do you bring medication if____ which ones? __________________________________________________________

4. Allow guards to review truck cabins, boxes, “gondolas” ...

5. Bring closed shoes, preferably industrial type.

6. Entrance to the plant, exclusively with pants, shirt or t-shirt with sleeves

7. It is forbidden to enter food and beverages.

8. Sleeping on the premises of the plant is prohibited.

9. The maximum speed allowed inside the plant is 10 km / h.

10. The vehicle must have a valid fire extinguisher.

11. Smoking is prohibited inside the Cafesca facilities.

12. Access to units with leaks of oil, gasoline, diesel or that in any other way may contaminate the environment or put the
integrity of the personnel working in the plant at risk of any kind.

13. Any accident or incident that occurs in the plant must be reported immediately to the person in charge of the Plant area.

14. During the time that it remains parked for loading or unloading, it is forbidden to throw garbage in the parking lot or the
surrounding area, any garbage must be placed in the containers that exist for this purpose.

15. It is forbidden to carry out repairs or maintenance to vehicles within the Cafesca facilities.

16. Any person who is under the influence of alcohol or drugs will be prohibited from accessing and will be reported to the
department that made their hiring.

17. It is forbidden to introduce magazines, stories, comics, novels, newspapers or other reading material.



 REFERENCE DOCUMENTS

Covid-19 triage ID CAF-SM-FOR-26

Instalations acces CAF-SH-PRO-08

Visitor access rules format CAF-SH-FOR-11

Safety decalogue for contractors CAF-SH-OTD-11

Contractor access rules format CAF-SH-FOR-12

Access rules format for drivers and vehicles CAF-SH-FOR-10
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